
NGĀTI TOA SCHOOL curriculum

Ahi mo te ao - Fire for the world

Kindled by heritage and sparked by learning to fuel the future

Educating is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire
- W B Yeats



Kindled by heritage and sparked by learning 
to fuel the future.

Our vision is...

(...so that our children can become successful, 
active and responsible members of society 
living fulfilled lives.)



Our values: AHI KA - Home Fires

A Ako
 Lifelong Learners / Achievement

H Hakinakina
 Healthy / Fun

I Iti Kahurangi 
 Something of great value - education / engagement / whanau

K Kotahitanga
 Inclusiveness / Unity

A Aroha
 Love and Respect for all



Our Philosophy

We believe in:

•  learning to learn

• learning about myself and my 
place in the world

• learning to care

• learning to be healthy

• learning to work together

Because:

• we need to be curious—know how to find 
things out and create 

• we need to learn about ourselves, our 
place and our environment

• we need to take responsibility for 
ourselves, our actions and our learning

• we need to share our knowledge and also 
learn from others



By the end of year 6, our children will be:

Questioning

Seeking knowledge Planning

Solving problems

Creative

Critical thinkers
THINKERS

KAITIAKI

LEARNERS

Caring Confident

Connected
Collaborative

Principled

Self-managing

Goal-setting

Communicating
Curious

Motivated

Resilient

Passionate



Our strategic goals

Students are sparked by learning to be the 
best they can

Engaged ākonga who prosper in all areas of 
the New Zealand curriculum

Students achieving in literacy and numeracy, 
and developing key learning habits.

Minds that are inquisitive, motivated to learn, 
and inspired by knowledge.

Students actively learning and reflecting on 
their progress

A highly engaging and relevant 
curriculum that has been 
developed in consultation with 
students, staff, whanau and the 
wider community.

Students, whanau and staff are strongly 
connected to the school and community

Strong, productive relationships among 
ākonga, staff and the community.
Connections with whanau and the 
immediate and wider community.

Curriculum content and delivery fuels 
motivation and engagement



We are an

We support children 
to plan, design and 

implement sustainability 
actions that are important 

to our school and 
community.



Our key approaches

Inquiry Learning

Teaches children to:

• be curious and question what they see and hear

• see a problem and want to solve it

• be able to find information and use it effectively

• share and pool their knowledge, and learn from each other’s experiences.

Learning through play

High expectation learning requires children to be prepared to take risks and make mistakes. 
Play-based learning helps our children to build the raft of skills necessary to take those risks 
and face challenges with enthusiasm. We strive to build strong, healthy, coordinated bodies; 
a range of academic and thinking skills; social skills of cooperation, negotiation, conflict 
resolution; and resilience, empathy, self-regulation and persistence.

Learning through place

We want our children to get out into their environment, experience it, evaluate it and 
continually seek to make it a better place. We use project-based learning to enable our 
children to seek solutions to the problems and issues they see, then act to improve the 
situation. This requires them to integrate a range of academic, social, emotional and physical 
skills.



Our key approaches

Co-operative Learning

Teaches children to:

• interact positively with others

• learn from others

• be prepared to teach others. 

• listen actively and be able to disagree respectfully.



Our inquiry model—EPIC

INNOVATE to put ideas and 
findings into action

Communicate findings with 
others

EXPLORE different areas 
together to help generate 

enthusiasm, ideas and 
conversation.

PICK an area to investigate 
further and brainstorm 

possible outcomes.


